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	 [image: A blue 2024 Chrysler Pacifica Pinnacle Plug-in Hybrid being driven on a highway with snow-capped mountains in the background.] 









































Harmony in Motion.


Chrysler Brand Vehicles





















Chrysler Brand vehicles deliver incredible combinations of innovation and luxury, intuitive technology and powerful performance. From the traditional gas-powered Chrysler Pacifica with available all-wheel drive to the cutting-edge Chrysler Pacifica Plug-in Hybrid, we offer mobility solutions to fit most every family. 
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	 [image: A gray Chrysler Pacifica Pinnacle Plug-in Hybrid.] 
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	 [image: A gray 2023 Chrysler Pacifica Limited with S Appearance Package Plug-In Hybrid parked in the driveway of a suburban home with a mother and daughter opening the handsfree power sliding side door while the father and two sons play basketball in the driveway.] 








































2023 CHRYSLER PACIFICA PLUG-IN HYBRID







MSRP STARTING AT


$51,095





2023 Pacifica Plug-in Hybrid Touring L shown. MSRP* starting at $51,095


















America’s First and Only Plug-in Hybrid Minivan, the Chrysler Pacifica Hybrid is the most spacious (total interior passenger + cargo volume) PHEV in the industry. Its seven-passenger seating and up to 81 different seating configurations give you the room and versatility you need to bring everyone and everything on the road.
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	 [image: An angled driver-side profile of a black 2024 Chrysler Pacifica Pinnacle parked on a clearing with mountains in the background.] 








































2024 CHRYSLER PACIFICA







MSRP STARTING AT


$39,090





2024 Pacifica Pinnacle shown. MSRP* starting at $54,810


















The Most Awarded Minivan 7 Years in a Row, the Chrysler Pacifica brings peace of mind to busy parents with the most standard safety and security features, the most luxurious interior in its class and the most available plug-in connectivity in its class. Plus, the most innovative seating and storage in its class with an available advanced rear-seat entertainment system help make Pacifica a favorite of active and growing families. 
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	 [image: A white 2023 Chrysler 300 300S parked in the driveway of a large, contemporary home with a family of four walking from the vehicle to the front door.] 








































2023 CHRYSLER 300







MSRP STARTING AT


$36,145





2023 300S V8 shown. MSRP* starting at $47,850


















Speed, strength and sophisticated design have made the Chrysler 300 an American icon. Travel in power with a robust range of available high-performance features.
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Four Decades,  One Legacy Class

From the 1984 Plymouth Voyager to the 2024 Chrysler Pacifica Pinnacle and everything in between, we’re proud to celebrate 40 years of history. Thank you to the millions of families who joined the journey.

Concept vehicle and features shown (far right), not available for purchase. Features and products shown are for illustrative purposes only.


Four angled front end slices of four different Plymouth and Chrysler Brand minivans from the last 40 years, with a semi-transparent "40" superimposed over the image.
Four Decades,  One Legacy Class
From the 1984 Plymouth Voyager to the 2024 Chrysler Pacifica Pinnacle and everything in between, we’re proud to celebrate 40 years of history. Thank you to the millions of families who joined the journey.

Concept vehicle and features shown (far right), not available for purchase. Features and products shown are for illustrative purposes only.
A rear angle of a vintage Plymouth Voyager in black and white, with its liftgate and passenger-side sliding door open.
The hood and headlamp on the Airflow EV concept.
alt
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BEST ROAD TRIP MINIVAN IN ITS CLASS

Feel at home on the open road. The 2023 Chrysler Pacifica Road Tripper exceeds expectations with outstanding features, an updated stylish exterior and an innovative interior with lots of space.


BEST ROAD TRIP MINIVAN IN ITS CLASS
Feel at home on the open road. The 2023 Chrysler Pacifica Road Tripper exceeds expectations with outstanding features, an updated stylish exterior and an innovative interior with lots of space.
alt






























































































































Working Together for a Better Tomorrow


Chrysler Brand Collaborations






The Chrysler Brand is building a community of collaborators who share in our values and passion. We’re proud to work alongside like-minded brands and organizations. 






















The Autism Society



The Chrysler Brand is proud of this collaboration and what we can do together to ensure that everyone in the Autism community is connected to the resources they need, when they need them. For 58 years, the Autism Society has built a network of affiliates and helped connect people to Autism resources, education and advocacy. We’re honored to be a part of their journey.
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Support for the Long Road



The Chrysler Brand is proud to announce our long-term initiative with the Autism Society of America. Our goal with this joint effort is to address travel challenges families with Autism face by creating an atmosphere for peaceful journeys every day. We are introducing the new available Calm Cabin Package as just one way we’re helping comfort those with Autism. For full details about this important collaboration, explore our press release and the available Calm Cabin Package.
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Hybrid 101


Curious about Chrysler Brand plug-in hybrid electric vehicle technology? Learn everything you need to know about our electrified vehicles. 
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Chrysler Innovation


The Chrysler Brand is focused on reshaping our world and how we move through it. Discover a bold vision for the future of mobility.
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Dealership at Your Doorstep


Shop for your next vehicle from anywhere with the Chrysler E-Shop Program. From vehicle inventory and financing to home delivery, the full dealership experience is now available at your fingertips through participating dealers.





SHOP ONLINE
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How Much Can I Get?


Estimate your vehicle’s trade-in value with Kelley Blue Book. Visit KBB.com for more information.





GET TRADE-IN VALUE


GET TRADE-IN VALUE
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©2023 FCA US LLC. All Rights Reserved.
Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, Ram, Wagoneer, Mopar and SRT are registered trademarks of FCA US LLC.
ALFA ROMEO and FIAT are registered trademarks of FCA Group Marketing S.p.A., used with permission.

*MSRP excludes destination, taxes, title and registration fees. Starting at price refers to the base model, optional equipment not included. A more expensive model may be shown. Pricing and offers may change at any time without notification. To get full pricing details, see your dealer.

FCA US LLC strives to ensure that its website is accessible to individuals with disabilities. Should you encounter an issue accessing any content on www.chrysler.com, please email our Customer Service Team or call 800-247-9753, for further assistance or to report a problem. Access to www.chrysler.com is subject to FCA US LLC’s Privacy Policy and Terms of Use.









































